
Necessary 
cookies 

        

Cookie name Party using 
the cookies 

Purpose Retention period The 
cookie 
belongs 
to this 
profile 

 

 
ASP.NET_SessionId Achmea Integrate your session for a 

single user 
During your 
session 

Basic 
 

_RequestVerificationToken Achmea Verification of During your 
session 

Basic  

your identity  

TS01... Achmea This necessary cookie is 
placed for the proper 
functioning of the website 

During your 
session 

Basic 
 

ASP.NET.Cookies 

Achmea Measure unique visitor per 
website 

During your 
session 

Basic 
 

ARR Affinity Microsoft This links a visit to an 
instance, so that a different 
instance is not invoked on 
every page 

During your 
session 

Basic 

 

_TRAID Connectis Used for the registration 
and deregistration process 
in the My environment 
through DigiD 

During your 
session 

Basic 

 

AWSALB Achmea This cookie ensures a 
better performance by 
allowing the visitor to 
navigate to the website on 
the best available server. 

7 days Basic 

 

__cm_session_id Harvest The cookie is used to 
monitor whether no invalid 
cookies, browser cache or 
network requests are being 
used or placed during a 
website visit. 

30 minutes Basic 

 

 

  

http://asp.net/


Optimalisation         

cookies 
Cookie name Party using 

the 
cookies 

Purpose Retention period The cookie 
belongs to 
this profile  

 
SC_ANALYTICS_GLOBAL_COOKIE Achmea These cookies measure 

visitor behavior: which 
pages are viewed and 
where is on clicked? 

10 years Anonymous 

 

_svtri Relay42 We use Relay42 for tag 
management. This 
measures visitor 
behavior. This is done 
anonymously. 

2 years Anonymous 

 

_svs Relay42 We use Relay42 for tag 
management. This 
measures visitor 
behavior. This is done 
anonymously. 

2 years Anonymous 

 

_stCookieTest Relay42 checks whether the 
browser is technically 
capable of storing 
cookies. No data is saved 

Session Anonymous 

 

apfcsapersisted Celebrus Recognize your visits if 
you visit the site more 
often. This is done 
anonymously, unless the 
choice is made for an 
extensive cookie profile. 

6 months Anonymous 

 

apfcsasession Celebrus Recognize your visits if 
you visit the site more 
often. This is done 
anonymously, unless the 
choice is made for an 
extensive cookie profile 

Session Anonymous 

 

apfcsaP3P Celebrus saving the visitor's 
cookie profile for 
Celebrus cookies 

20 years Anonymous 
 

11_163 Relay42 saving the visitor's 
cookie profile 

1 year Anonymous 
 

 


